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L earn it   We play many games 
together, some of those games we have 

to take turns. How does it make you feel to 
wait? How does it make you feel when others are not 
patient and do not wait their turn? Why should we 
wait our turn and be fair to others? What are some 
other times we have to be patient?

Read it 
Eat Your Colors by Terry Harris 

Juniper Jupiter: World’s Greatest Juggler  
by Cherry Smith

Jo and the Slow Soup by Elias Carr

Play it  Stack the Clown
Using three separate boxes and paper, 
create a clown. Use a template or draw 

legs and feet on one box, the body on another box, 
and the head on the last. Create a designated starting 
spot. Each child will run down and try to put the 
clown back in order. Once they have it, they need to 
knock it down, run back to the starting spot, and tag 
the next person.

Make it  Patience Pillars
The caterpillar has to be very patient as 
it prepares to make its cocoon and then 

become a butterfly. Make these cute pom pom 
caterpillars for a spring patience lesson. Using a 
template on green construction paper, make the 
shape of a leaf. Children will cut out the leaf. With a 
large pom pom they will glue on the head and then 
make the caterpillar body with smaller pom pom 
balls. Glue googly eyes on the head to complete your 
caterpillar.

Eat it  Juggler Bites
Take whole grain pretzel sticks, thinly sliced 
ham, and mozzarella or cheddar cheese slices 
to create this bite size snack. Place a slice of 

cheese and a slice of ham together then roll up. Stick 
the pretzel through the roll to hold it together.

Pati enceCircus Acts   Lessons for Life



Circus Acts   Lessons for Life

Count  how many balls each seal is juggling, then write the 
number inside the box.
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